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“The Rotation of Young Low-Mass Stars and Brown Dwarfs”
Goals
•

What is your purpose in reading this paper? Based on the title, what might you be able
to learn from it and how might that knowledge help you with your project?
Answer: This paper is a review article of the two things our class intends to study:
rotation and low mass objects. I hope to understand how you measure rotation
and what the contemporary questions concerning rotation in this population are.

•

Do you have any specific questions you want to answer?
For example: "I want to know if M-dwarfs and brown dwarfs form in different ways", or "I
want to understand whether the observations in this paper are similar to what I'm doing".
Answer: I want to know what differentiates rotation in low mass objects from high
mass objects, and what differentiates rotation in young versus old objects.

Abstract/Summary
The abstract will usually provide complete clarification of the title, and describe the essence of
this study.
What new questions does the abstract pose to you, if any? Answer:
•
•
•
•
•

Why does the application of wide field imagers on 1-2 m class telescopes lead to a
growth in rotation measurements of low mass objects?
Why are stellar radii poorly known for PMS stars?
Why is specific angular momentum independent of mass for low mass young
objects?
I’m interested in the cited maximum lifetime for accretion disks
Why are stellar winds and disk interactions less efficient at breaking low mass
objects?

Introduction
Read through the introduction, then answer the following. It should outline what work has been
done prior to this paper to set the stage/answer big outstanding questions in the field.
•

What is the overall importance of this research?
Answer: There is a big problem in star formation called the angular momentum
problem – j of molecular cloud cores is 106x higher than solar type stars on the
zero-age main sequence (ZAMS). Previous measures of rotation included line
broadening before photometric monitoring became common.

•

What are the authors doing in this paper?
Answer: The authors detail the results of photometric rotation period data over a
mass range of 1.5M☉ - < 0.08 M☉) and how this data constrains our understanding
of angular momentum evolution.

Use textbook or internet to get more information about three unfamiliar terms/concepts from the
introduction:
•

Topic 1: Disk locking (Matt et al. 2004, ads “does disk locking… solve the angular
momentum problem)

•

Topic 2: IC 348: a star forming region ~300 pc from the Sun. ~2Myr, >60% of stars
contain protoplanetary disks. 3 Brown dwarfs. (recent LMT publication with new
circumstellar disk discoveries)

•

Topic 3: Why is P the most well-known stellar parameter for PMS stars? A: it takes the
fewest assumptions to generate (no equations of stellar structure and complex model
fits) PMS stars are more variable because their emission isn’t dependent on as constant
a process as nuclear fusion.

Figures, Graphs and Tables
Read through all of the figures/graphs/tables and their captions before reading the rest of the
paper. Try to get as much information out of them as possible. Then return to them again once
you start reading through the paper.
After reading abstract, intro and methods, but *before* reading results and discussion:
Identify and include the three most important/useful figures or tables from the paper below (i.e.
your highlight reel). For each figure, answer the following:

•

Figure 1: photometric monitoring of a weak line t tauri (wTTS) in Ic 348

o

o

o

o

o

Describe: What is being shown in this figure?
▪ Shown are 7 light curves (magnitude vs time) and then a periodigram
(power of a given period in a set of measurements). The light curves
show the periodic variation of the object’s brightness, and the periodigram
shows that to first order the period of the variations is ~8.4 days
How are these measurements made? (it may be helpful to paste in the
description from the methods)
▪ They measure the magnitude of the star using aperture photometry
multiple times each night over a few nights and plot each brightness
measurement over time. The periodigram probably involves some sorta
fourier transform something.
What conclusions can you draw from this data?
▪ It is possible to measure variation in a star’s magnitude on night
timescales
How does this data contribute to the argument the authors are making?
▪ It is an example of the kind of measurement they will refer to for the rest
of the paper
What questions does this data raise for you?
▪ How can you qualify the assumption that this variability is due to rotation
and not some other process?

•

Figure 2
o
o

o

o

o

•

Describe: What is being shown in this figure?
▪ The histograms for periods of 4 different subsets of data
How are these measurements made? (it may be helpful to paste in the
description from the methods)
▪ It appears they were made by monitoring photometric variability
What conclusions can you draw from this data?
▪ High mass stars have a bimodal distribution of rotation periods. This
could imply two populations of high mass stars.
How does this data contribute to the argument the authors are making?
▪ I am not sure. The interesting conclusion from this figure doesn’t seem to
involve low mass stars.
What questions does this data raise for you?
▪ Why is the distribution for lower mass stars simpler than the high mass
stars?

Figure 5
o
o

o

o
o

Describe: What is being shown in this figure?
▪ The scatter of period with mass in a cluster of stars (period vs mass)
How are these measurements made? (it may be helpful to paste in the
description from the methods)
▪ these data are drawn from another paper so I would have to read that
paper to know for sure but… we can assume.
What conclusions can you draw from this data?
▪ The relationship observed in stellar masses (decrease obj. mass implies
decreasing period) continues into the substellar regime
How does this data contribute to the argument the authors are making?
▪ It shows their purported trend survives a boundary of stellar composition
What questions does this data raise for you?
▪ Is the increase in spread of periods with decreasing mass due to
uncertainty or is there an actual spread?

After reading results and discussion:
•

Describe any additions/corrections/new insights/questions based on reading the author's
interpretations of the figures.
For example: “The color-magnitude diagram in Figure 2 actually showed two populations
of stars, not just one, and was meant to show trends in evolution. I want to know why the
populations look different even though they’re the same age.”
Answer: I foolishly read the discussion of the figures while answering the above
questions. My brain remains fixed, unchanging. No new information is permitted.

Body of the paper: Results & Discussion
Now it is time to read through the entire paper.
From your reading of the Results & Discussion sections, try to answer at least three of the
questions that you came up with from reading the title, abstract and figures. Do not get bogged
down in the details of the procedure or analysis sections. Read for broad concepts that will allow
you to understand the figures.
•

Question 1: Why are stellar winds and disk interactions less efficient at breaking low
mass objects?
Answer: Twofold for winds, because they have no solar-like internal dynamo to
produce stellar winds, and because there is little coupling between gas and the
magnetic field because the gas is at much lower temperatures than around higher
mass stars. Explanation for disk breaking wasn’t clear

•

Question 2: Why is specific angular momentum independent of mass for low mass
young objects?
Answer: This wasn’t answered in the paper, even though it was mentioned in the
abstract.

•

Question 3: Why are stellar radii poorly known for PMS stars?
Answer: This also isn’t answered satisfactorily, but is slightly enumerated on:
they are hard to determine because they rely on luminosity and effective
temperature measurements for PMS stars and show a wide scatter among objects
of the same mass within a single cluster.

Take-home for you
•

Briefly summarize what from this paper is relevant to your project.
For example: "Good introduction that explains...", "Table 2 has the collection of data for
related types of stars", "Interesting examples of young stellar object lightcurves", etc.

Summary: Good starting point for our project, both as a reference point for the
process of measuring rotation rates in low mass objects and because it presents
lots of questions that are left to be answered.
•

List questions to follow up that are relevant to your project.
Answer: can we quantify the difference in rotation between disk and non-disk
systems of similar age and/or similar mass?

•

List methods/techniques that may be of use to you.
Answer: mass/period plot, subset histograms, light curves, periodigrams

•

List any references that you want to follow up.
Answer: Lamm et al. 2003 and 2004

*Adapted from templates used in the Jaswal and Follette Labs, Amherst College.

